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CITY COUNCIL MEETING 2.7.2023



AGENDA

Project Overview
Community Conversations
Organizing Principle
Street Cross- Sections & Streetscape Palette
Alley Concepts & Alley Palette
Storefront Architecture
Art Integration
Identity & Wayfinding  
Next Steps 
Discussion

15 min presentation
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DOWNTOWN FOWLER STREETSCAPES // PROJECT OBJECTIVE

To work with the Fowler Community to establish a vision for 
Downtown.

The vision will include ideas and design solutions to create 
vibrant, welcoming spaces for all ages and abilities, encourage 
social and economic activity, and celebrate the community's 
rich history.
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DOWNTOWN FOWLER STREETSCAPES // PROJECT AREA & TOPICS

streets, sidewalks, alleys, parklets, lighting, furnishings, identity,
wayfinding, storefronts
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DOWNTOWN FOWLER STREETSCAPES // COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS
Public Workshop on November 3rd, 2022
Stakeholder Conversations November 3rd and 4th
Follow up Councilmember conversations

What IS our identity?

Community Conversation Takeaways
Incredible passion for community!
Sense of feeling connected is important
The streetscape is tired
The downtown does not feel cohesive
The façade program was great but next time, better standards
Alleys are a hidden opportunity

How can we attract people to 
downtown Fowler?

what tells people you've
arrived in Fowler?
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The Fowler community is defined by its connections...
                ...connections to each other, to the region, to its history.

Our design approach prioritizes these connections by:
Encouraging visually cohesive yet unique streetscapes and storefronts
Integrating supportive infrastructure for community events
Creating comfortable spaces for everyday connection for the community
Showcasing regional role via Fowler's history as a rail town and place of agricultural 
transport connection...the "switch"

ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE // CONNECTING FOWLER
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STREET CROSS- SECTIONS // MERCED STREET & 6TH STREET
CONCEPT ELEMENTS

Flush Street concept - very 
accessible for all ages and 
abilities
Retains all parking
Visually narrows the street
Drainage is handled 
through valley gutters
12' walking area, 6' clear 
zone minimum
Furnishings (seating, bike 
parking, trees in furnishing 
zone)
Integration of drought- 
tolerant landscaping

could be accessible 
parking access aisle

lighting 60' o.c.
trees 60' o.c.

furnishings 
(seating, 

receptacles, etc) 
consolidated 

toward parking 
area

green 
infrastructure 
opportunities 

midblock and at 
intersections
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STREET CROSS- SECTIONS // MERCED STREET & 6TH STREET

clear definition of spaceaccessible parking

street as place accessible by all
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STREET CROSS- SECTIONS // 5TH & 7TH STREET CONCEPTS
CONCEPT A

Retain angled parking
Clearly mark parking 
spaces
Incorporate 
planters/green 
infrastructure basins 
to break up parking
6' Sidewalk
Planted landscape 
strip with trees 
between parking and 
private property

CONCEPT B

Angled parking on one 
side, parallel on one 
side
Alternating blocks of 
angled parking for 
chicane effect (traffic 
calming)
6' Sidewalk, additional 
walking space in 
downtown area

CONCEPT C

Parallel parking with 
bump outs for green 
infrastructure 
elements and traffic 
calming
Clearly delineated 
spaces
Incorporation of a 
sidewalk level two way 
bikeway
Expanded 
sidewalks/furnishing 
zones

CONCEPT D

Angled parking one 
one side, parallel 
parking on other
Bump outs for green 
infrastructure 
elements and traffic 
calming
Clearly delineated 
spaces
Incorporation of a 
sidewalk level two way 
bikeway
Expanded 
sidewalks/furnishing 
zones
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STREETSCAPE PALETTE // FURNISHINGS AND HARDSCAPE

 www.forms-surfaces.com

Urban Renaissance
Receptacle
Urban Renaissance Litter & Recycling
Receptacles meet the rigorous demands
of modern spaces with classic urban
design.

 victorstanley.com

Freesia - Victor Stanley
Site Furniture
Designed, engineered, and
manufactured with the same attention
to detail, quality, and durability that the
design community has come to expect
from Victor Stanley. The Perenne
collection features clean lines, natural
proportions, and slim profiles. The …

PAVING: Muted tones, consider integral color concrete, stamped concrete

SEATING: Timeless, steel or "rail" gauge inspired options - with/without back RECEPTACLES: Closed containers, weathered steel or black 

 in black, steel  in black, recycled materials  integration of City identity

BIKE PARKING: Artistic design element that feels part of the streetscape

SPECIALITY ITEMS: Screening elements, tree grates, planters, bollards

LIGHTING: Existing City standard, supplemented by sconce lighting

 www.specifiedby.com

Static & Retractable
Bollards by HRD
Security Solutions
Static Retractable Bollards - Incredibly
strong, durable and secure, our static
and retractable bollards

www.crowdcontrolwarehouse.…

Retractable Bollard -
Manual Lift
With the Retractable Bollard (Manual
Lift) offered by Post Guard you can set
up your bollards in no time. Simply use
the top handle to pull up the bollard
and that is about everything you are
supposed to do - the rest is left upon
the bollard itself.

 parklio.com

App Controlled Parking
Bollard - high-quality
hydraulic security
bollard
Secure the entrances and passages with
high-resistant smart Bollard ✓ Security
Bollard ✓ Instensive operation ✓
Durability ✓ Weather and temperature
resistant ✓ Hydraulic motorization ✓

Current spacing ~146'
Recommended spacing = 2.5x-3x(height)
@16'h, recommended = 40-48' on center
@18'h, recommended = 45-54' on center
@22'h, recommended = 55-66' on center
OVERALL, RECOMMENDED AROUND 3X MORE LIGHTING THAN CURRENT

 www.lumens.com

Dimple Wall /
Flushmount by RBW at
Lumens.com
Purchase the Dimple Wall / Flushmount
by RBW today. Free shipping on most
orders and guaranteed low prices at
Lumens.com.

Structure Outdoor Wall
Light by Modern Forms
| WS-W5411-BK |
MFR202215
Structure Outdoor Wall Light is available
in a Black finish with Clear Seeded glass.
Available as a small or large. One 11
watt, 120 volt, 3000K LED lamp is
included. Small: 6 inch width x 11 inch
height x 7 inch depth. Large: 6 inch
width x 16 inch hei…

Capsule Outdoor Wall
Light by Crystorama |
CAP-8501-MK-TG |
CRY592002
The Capsule Outdoor Wall Light has an
egg shaped design that will add a
unique statement to your outdoor
space. Features an Opal frosted White
glass globe with a Matte Black finish and
Textured Gold band. Available in two
sizes. UL rated for wet locatio…

vine screens or artistic screens along blank facades   smaller tree grates with substantial growing space under walkway  retractable bollards at key locations for street closures / events

INTEGRATIN OF RAIL: Embedding the "switch" idea into the streetscape
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STREETSCAPE PALETTE // LANDSCAPE
LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS: Artistic, and drought tolerant element that feels part of the streetscape - could be 
applied city wide (gateways, open spaces, new development standards) GRASSES

PERENNIALS

SHRUBS / GROUND COVER

TREES
Canopy Trees

Ornamental Trees (accents at gateways, intersections, bump outs)

  Oklahoma Redbud
  (mod. water needs)

  City Sprite Zelkova
  (low water needs)

Ginko
(low water needs)

  Fruitless Olive
  (low water needs)

  Ginko
  (mod. water needs)

  Desert Museum Palo Verde
  (low water needs)

  Desert Museum Palo Verde
  (low water needs)

  Dwarf jasmine spp.
  (low water needs)

Amaryllis bulb underplanting
  (low water needs)

  Deer Grass
  (low water needs)

  Purple Three Awn
  (low water needs)

  Lowmandra 
 (low water needs)

  Muhlenbergia "white cloud"
  (low water needs)

Lantana spp.
 (mod. water needs)

  California Poppy  
  (low water needs)  Chinese Pistache

  (low water needs)
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20'

20'

20'

ALLEYWAYS // ALLEY LAYOUT

SECTION A: Entry from Merced

SECTION B: Seating Areas

SECTION B: Interactive Areas

CONCEPT ELEMENTS

Name alley, include 
identity feature and 
potentially wayfinding at 
entrances to alley
Enhance existing alley 
spaces through new 
furnishings, sconce 
lighting, vegetation
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ALLEYWAYS // PRECEDENTS AND MATERIALS
SEATING: Areas for eating / congregating

SEATING: Benches along edges

PLANTERS: Modular, movable elements

ELEMENTS OF PLAY: Blocks, integrated art

LIGHTING: Cantenary lighting, supplemental sconces

 www.rejuvenation.com

Carson 20" Shepherd's
Hook Wall Sconce |
Rejuvenation
Carson 20in. Shepherdft.s Hook Wall
Sconce Rosemary
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https://www.bentintoshape.net/24-inch-diameter-x-18-inch-tall-round-cor-ten-steel-planter.html


ALLEYWAYS // CONCEPT FOR ACCESSIBLE ALLEYS
CONCEPT ELEMENTS

Clearly delineate space 
through material changes
Consolidate trash 
receptacles to one side
Use centered valley gutter 
to achieve positive 
drainage
Incorporate sconce 
lighting or other alley 
treatments as feasible

  Stamped concrete with trench drain

 Paver bands to delineate space with valley gutter and drain inlet at alley ends.
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STOREFRONT ARCHITECTURE // HISTORY
NOTABLE ELEMENTS

Diversity of façades
Arcade walkway
Alignment between storefronts
Interest in overall profiles
Clapboard siding
Corner treatments
Diversity & creativity of signage

ALIGNMENT ACROSS STOREFRONTS

OUTDOOR MERCHANDISE

SIGNS ADDRESS DIFFERENT APPROACHES

SIGNS ADDRESS DIFFERENT APPROACHES

CORNER TREATMENTS

ALIGNMENT ACROSS STOREFRONTS

CLAPBOARD SIDING

DISTINCT PROFILES

DISTINCT PROFILES

DEEPER AWNINGS ALLOW VISIBILITY
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STOREFRONT ARCHITECTURE // RECOMMENDATIONS
Establish unified awning position & depth
Use wall sconces to light walkway
Encourage alignment between storefronts
Encourage variation in overall profiles
Create suggested material palette
Encourage corner treatments
Allow & encourage signage to address 
multiple approaches
Establish guidelines for outdoor displays

ALIGNMENT ACROSS STOREFRONTS

MATERIAL APPLICATION ON INFILL ADDRESS WALKWAY BELOW AWNINGS

ALLOW ROOFTOP SIGNAGE

ADDRESS CORNERS
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IDENTITY & WAYFINDING // CONCEPT
Relocate 'Arrow' sign
Not currently on City property and 
unprotected
Build off of historic typography
Embrace stacked forms from railway signage
Balance vintage and contemporary forms

INSPIRATION

RAILWAY SIGNAGE

ARROWS
STACKED FORMS
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ARTS INTEGRATION // LOCATIONS & THEMES

LANDSCAPE 
ACTIVATION 

SITES

MURAL 
ACTIVATION 

SITES

THEME: CONNECTING W/ HISTORY THEME: CONNECTING W/ THE REGION
POLLINATORS, CONNECTED ECOLOGY

BLOSSOM TRAIL CONNECTIONVINTAGE TYPOGRAPHY

MAP OLD TRAIL ROUTES
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Submit Measure C Transit Oriented Development grant application for completion of 
Streetscape Plan
Refine Material Palette (hardscape, furnishings, landscape)
Further develop streetscape concepts including intersections, accessible parking 
locations for Merced, 6th, 5th, and 7th.
Further develop entry experience
Planning level cost estimates
Final Streetscape Plan for City Council Adoption

FOWLER STREETSCAPES // NEXT STEPS
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Thank you!
Q&A
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